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Here are five benefits to hiring an external cleaning service:

Cost-effective

By partnering with Tsebo Cleaning and Hygiene, you can enhance your cashflow by leveraging the 
advantages of our procurement procedures. Rather than making immediate payments for chemicals and 
consumables at regular stores, we provide flexible payment terms of 30 days, enabling you to allocate 
your cash towards pressing operational needs. This way, you can optimize your financial resources and 
address urgent requirements more effectively.

Improves building maintenance

Professional cleaners are experts in their field, equipped with the latest techniques and equipment to 
maintain high standards. They also conduct regular follow-ups to ensure your satisfaction, promoting a 
healthy and positive workplace.

Reduces workload

Hiring a comprehensive cleaning service means less time spent on cleaning-related tasks, freeing up 
time for other important responsibilities.

Provides dependable service

A dependable cleaning service is essential for maintaining a consistently clean and 
well-maintained facility. Outsourcing cleaning needs ensures availability around 
the clock, even during emergencies, with experience, responsiveness, and 
accountability.

Customisable solutions

A professional cleaning service should have the flexibility to customise its offerings to 
fit your specific needs, no matter how large or complex.

TAILORED 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
LIFESTYLE ESTATES
A clean and healthy living environment for senior citizens.

We understand that cleanliness is a top priority for any lifestyle 
estate. The question is, should you hire your own cleaning team 
or trust a professional company?



ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY PRODUCTS+27 (0)11 226 2300

info@tsebocleaning.co.za

GET IN TOUCH

Scan here 
to contact us for 
more information.

Cleaning and hygiene 
beyond the obvious

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

OUR SOLUTIONS

Our solutions are tailored to address low, medium, and high-risk areas such as frail-
care and recreational centers, accommodation, and dining halls.

We recognise the unique challenges that senior citizens face and have developed a soft skills program that 
enhances empathy and understanding in our staff. This results in a friendly, respectful, and caring workforce 
that helps to maintain the professional reputation of your lifestyle estate. Our goal is to put your residents at ease 
while we carry out our work on site, and our managers regularly reinforce training to ensure that our staff stays 
up-to-date with the latest techniques and best practices.

At Tsebo, we employ the Science of Cleaning and Hygiene, with a continuous focus on infection prevention. Our 
comprehensive cleaning and hygiene solutions include:

Our other integrated solutions include:

Energy Consulting: Experienced Energy Engineers review your energy requirements and 
design a solution fit for purpose.

Energy Project Management: Experienced Engineers ensure your ideal installation is installed 
professionally, delivering the expected results.

On-going Energy Maintenance: Professional maintenance teams directed by qualified 
Engineers provide excellent aftercare.

Energy Consumption Intelligence: Our cost-effective suite of real-time reports provide insights 
on consumption, installation effectiveness and auditable reporting on environmental impacts.

Our specialist services include Catering, Beverages, Security, Engineering, and Workspace 
Design.

PLANTS CLEANING SPECIALISED PEST CONTROL TECHNOLOGY HYGIENE

Interior plantscaping 
and maintenance Day-to-day cleaning Deep clean carpets, 

kitchens & canopies Bait stations QR codes (Quality 
management)

Range of washroom 
dispensers

External landscaping 
and maintenance

Detailed cleaning 
(Blinds, skirtings, 

etc.)
Upholstery cleaning Fumigation IoT (Efficiency) Washroom 

consumables

Seasonal 
requirements

COVID-19 compliant 
touch-point cleaning

High-level (window 
& fixture cleaning)

Termite and ant 
treatment

NCC (Real-time data 
tracking & reporting)

Deep clean 
washrooms

High-risk cleaning COVID-19 response 
cleaning Bird control Research (Client 

survey & reporting)
Certified hand 

sanitisers

Femcare & sanitary 
disposal


